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Bethany Morris always puts everyone else’s needs first. That's why when she got pregnant in college, she
shouldered the burden alone. She had the baby in secret and placed it for adoption. Sixteen years later, she’s
patiently waiting for her live-in boyfriend to propose and wondering if she’s missed her one chance at
motherhood. Life gets complicated when she runs into the baby’s father and realizes the chemistry’s still
there. At first, Bethany and Parker relive the good, old days, but then he reveals that he has the same disease
that took his father’s life. Does Bethany owe it to Parker to tell him that he has a child? Should she track
down the daughter she’s never known just to give her bad news? Risking the comfortable life she’s built for
herself, Bethany embarks on a cross-country road trip to face her past and find the daughter she never forgot.
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From reader reviews:

James Ponce:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a wander,
shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or read a book called A Weekend Getaway? Maybe it
is for being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's book,
you can better than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have other opinion?

Patsy Hall:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they are still students or it for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't wish do that. You must know how great and important the book A Weekend Getaway. All type of book
could you see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Louis Hartford:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make anyone to
understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information simpler to share.
You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You can view
that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Typically the book that recommended for your
requirements is A Weekend Getaway this e-book consist a lot of the information from the condition of this
world now. This book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer
value to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some research when he makes this book. That
is why this book suited all of you.

Joel Wall:

You can get this A Weekend Getaway by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
by written or printed and also can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era just like now,
you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your personal
ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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